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Second Regional Conference on
Commercial Arbitration Convenes at
TAG-Knowledge Forum
AMMAN- The Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org) and Konrad Adenauer Foundation held a
seminar on “Jordanian Judiciary and Arbitration” at the Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge Forum (TAGKnowledge Forum).
In his opening speech entitled “The Importance of Arbitration for other Methods of Dispute Resolution”, HE
Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh said that it is a good coincidence that this cooperation comes in conjunction with
the launch of the Arab Centre for Dispute Resolution (ACDR). An arm of the Arab Society for Intellectual
Property (ASIP), ACDR will be a provider of dispute resolution services related to domain names at the Arab
regional level. The Arab Society for Mediation and Arbitration in Intellectual Property will announce the
centre through the mass media following today’s General Assembly meeting.
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The fifth of its kind worldwide, ACDR will have a
unique standing in the Arab world as it will focus
on the disputes arising from domain names. Such
disputes will be settled by arbitrators from around
the world who are qualified to address domain name
issues in a variety of languages.

the parties of any unnecessary additional costs.
Confidentiality and non-disclosure to third parties
of information or trade secrets are additional
merits of arbitration.

“This vital project has been the focus of our efforts. I
have, personally, dedicated my efforts for it with firm
that arbitration have clear advantages over other outof-court dispute resolution . It has, indeed, proven
to be the most common alternative means of dispute
resolution,” he added.

International arbitration has also expanded in terms
of coverage to address the increasing disputes
arising from contracts of selling and distribution
of goods, intellectual property contracts and
commercial contracts. It has emerged as a main
method for settling commercial disputes.
In addition, HE Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh talked about
electronic arbitration and its advantages.

Arbitration is nothing new. Humans have, since
the dawn of history, resorted to arbitration in
disputes relating to their commercial activities and
transactions, even before the formal development of
laws and legislations. As such, arbitration is pursued
by two disputant parties who agree to refer their
dispute to one or more arbitrators fully authorized to
exercise the procedures they see appropriate.

“The concept of electronic arbitration is the same
as that of the traditional one. The difference is just
in the means since e-arbitration is conducted in
the world of virtual reality. No paper or physical
procedures are needed. Even results and awards
are signed electronically. This reliance on the
‘digital’ makes arbitration keep abreast more and
more with the spirit of the age,” he concluded.

Simplicity of procedures, limitations to witnesses,
seeking experts’ opinions and questioning the
disputants are among the main characteristics of
arbitration.

The first session was moderated by Ms. Nida’
Shraideh and hosted by Dr. Feras Malahmeh
and HE Dr. Amjad Shraideh. The second session
witnessed the participation of Prof. Musleh
Tarawneh and AGIP Executive Director, Mr.
Charles Shaban.

Equally important is the fact that arbitration shortens
the time needed for settling the dispute. It spares the
disputants long periods of time, which are otherwise
wasted, in waiting for long and adjourned court
hearings. It is also financially beneficial as it relieves

The closing statement was delivered by Mr.
Mustafa Nasereddin, Executive Director of Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh International/Amman Office.
Source: Ag-IP News Agency
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House Endorses Landlords and
Tenants Law but Controversy Remains
The Lower House has endorsed the Landlords Minister of Justice Ahmad Ziadat objected to the
and Tenants Law after cancelling a controversial amendment, saying that the new mechanism will be
provision in the existing law.
difficult to implement as it does not guarantee justice.
According to the new amendments, the raises decided
During one of their sessions, 75 deputies out of the 98 to rent fees of properties agreed on by tenants and
present supported the Legal Committee’s proposal to landlords, or decided by a final court ruling will
scrap the existing mechanism to decide the raise in remain in effect.
rent fees of leased properties before August 31, 2000
and replace it with a percentage to be decided by In addition, amendments were made to Paragraph 3
Cabinet, despite the government’s opposition to this of Article 7 of the draft law.
change in the vital law.
Under these changes, if a residential property was
The existing law applies the so-called “rent value rented before August 31, 2000 and the tenant dies, the
of similar property” principle, which allows courts rent contract rights go to the family of the deceased
looking into rent-related disputes to determine a fair or one of them, provided that they were living with
raise in the value of the rent by taking the current rent him/her. If the property is rented for non-residential
fee of a similar property in a similar area as the base purposes, the contract rights go only to legitimate
of calculation. Instead, the changes the lawmakers heirs. However, if the widow of a deceased tenant
endorsed to Article 5 of the law mandate the Cabinet remarries someone other than the family members
to decide a universal “fair” raise percentage every who were residing with the deceased tenant, she
five years.
loses her right to keep the property.
Source: Jordan Times
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Egyptian Lawmakers Raise
Income Tax Rates for Higher
Earners

CAIRO- Lawmakers approved changes in Egypt’s Tax Law that will result in bringing more taxpayers into
the top tax bracket, which is a rate of 25 percent. After these changes, those with incomes of LE250,000 will
be required to pay the 25 percent rate; previously, the rate was only for those earning more than LE10 million.
The amendments to Egypt’s Income Tax Law, approved in the latest sessions of Shura Council, kept the
lowest bracket of those earning under LE5,000 per year exempt from taxes, and raised other tax brackets.
The second bracket, which will include those earning between LE5,000 and LE30,000, will pay 10 percent;
the third bracket, from LE30,000 to LE45,000, will pay 15 percent; while earners of the fourth bracket who
make between LE45,000 and LE250,000, will pay 20 percent.
Officials forecast that total income and sales tax revenues will reach some LE222 billion in the current fiscal
year, which ends soon, according to the modified 2012/13 state budget published on the ministry’s official
website.
Source: Ahram online
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GCC

Organizes Seminar
on Global Trademarks, Intellectual Property
RIYADH- The Saudi capital hosted an international
seminar bringing together leading figures and
experts to discuss global regulations for trademarks
and intellectual property rights. The seminar was
organized by GCC’s Intellectual Property Training
Center affiliated with the GCC General Secretariat
in cooperation with the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO).
The seminar focused on the Lisbon System for the
International Registration of Appellations of Origin,
and The Madrid system of international registration
of marks.
The two-day seminar also discussed a number of
key issues including the international regulations
of tracking, evaluation and monitoring besides the
important economic and commercial role the Lisbon
and Madrid systems play. It talked about the profits
gained by the organizing countries, and obligations
to be imposed on them.
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A number of experts participated in the event, among
them the senior legal officer of the Lisbon System in
WIPO, Florence Rojal.
Offices related to the intellectual property affairs at
the Ministries of Commerce, Industry, Economy and
Business, besides a number of institutions and bodies
at GCC countries, as well as a delegation from the
Yemeni Ministry of Commerce and Industry took
part in the symposium.
The theme of this symposium was part of the
intellectual property programs, international trade
agreements and treaties department established by
GCC Intellectual Property Training Center. The
Madrid system for the international registration of
marks (the Madrid system), established in 1891,
functions under the Madrid Agreement (1891), and
the Madrid Protocol (1989).
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Source: Kuwait News Agency

New Bill Proposes
Reformed
Intellectual Property
Laws in the UK
LONDON- UK businesses who want to
protect their products and technologies
through patents and design rights will be
better off as a result of a new Intellectual
Property Bill tabled by Intellectual
Property Minister Lord Younger.
The bill proposes changes that would help businesses
to better understand what is protected under the law,
reduce the need for costly litigation, and provide
greater certainty for investors in new designs and
technologies.
Key elements of the bill include new powers to
enable the UK to implement the Unitary Patent
Court Agreement. The Court is a central part of the
effort to introduce a single patent across almost all
EU countries. It is estimated that this would lead
to direct benefits to business of £40m per year. It is
also anticipated that the London Court, which will
adjudicate on pharmaceutical and life sciences patent
disputes, will benefit the economy by an estimated
£200m per annum.
In addition, the bill introduces criminal penalties for
copying UK registered designs, and the strengthening
of design protection. This is already the case for
copyright and trademark disputes where it brings
parity to this area of IP law.
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Moreover, proposals for a designs opinion service
and an expanded patents opinions service have been
made. This would allow design or patent rights
holders, or anyone else to ask the Intellectual Property
Office to provide an expert opinion on whether a
UK design or patent is valid or being infringed. This
will help businesses assess the strength of their case
before embarking on more formal and costly legal
proceedings, and may help avoid litigation altogether.
Business Secretary Vince Cable says: “Figures show
that UK business invests nearly £16b in design each
year, which represents 1.1% of GDP. The changes in
this bill are to help SMEs and innovative businesses
get on and grow. By reforming and simplifying IP rules
and making them easier to understand, we aim to help
businesses protect their innovations more easily.”
Minister for Intellectual Property, Lord Younger,
says: “One of the key initiatives we have outlined is
the introduction of criminal sanctions for deliberate
copying of registered designs. This will be a deterrent
to those who deliberately copy UK registered designs
and provide greater protection for our hugely important
design sector.”
Other measures include allowing the sharing of
information – between international patent offices – on
unpublished patent applications to help clear existing

backlogs and speed up clearance times. As a result,
UK businesses who also apply for European, US and
Japanese patents – in addition to a UK patent – could
increase the value of their patents by £4.2m per annum.
Also, allowing the UK to join the Hague system – an
international designs registration system – will let
applicants designate the countries in which they wish
their design to be registered. Currently, registration for
six countries, taking account of the cost of translation,
notary and other fees could add up to £7500. Through
the Hague system this would cost £500 for a business.
Patent owners will have the option of marking their
patented products with a web address which links to
the details of the relevant patent number rather than
having to put the patent numbers directly on the product
in order to get maximum protection. This change will
reduce the burdens on businesses and individuals who
own patents, whilst also making it easier for the public
to access up-to-date patent information in relation to a
particular product.
Moreover, the introduction of a new exemption in the
Freedom of Information Act for continuing programs
of research intended for future publication will
provide researchers with clarity and certainty, and the
opportunity to validate and analyze their results before
putting them into the public domain, or before any
related patents have been granted.
Source: Furniture News
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You Can File Cases in Dubai
Courts Online

DUBAI- Dubai Courts has officially launched three
innovative online services aimed at saving time and
effort, and facilitating the work of litigants.

to register cases electronically, record every detail,
upload identification papers, and send them to Dubai
Courts online.”

The services are online registration of cases, access to the
archive of case files and pro bono legal advice, according
to a press statement from the Dubai government.

The testing of this service program began on February
1, and was made available to law firms on an optional
basis. Owing to its successful testing, the program
became mandatory from June 1st so that all cases
presented to the Dubai Courts can be registered online
from anywhere in the world.

The initiative is in line with Dubai Courts’ strategic
vision towards ‘leadership in court performance’. The
services were officially launched during a ceremony
held in the presence of Dr Ahmed Saeed bin Hazeem,
General Director of Dubai Courts, heads of courts,
heads of departments, the Chairman of the UAE Jurists
Association, and a number of key lawyers.
Speaking on the occasion, Dr. Bin Hazeem stressed the
importance of the strategic partnership between Dubai
Courts and law firms in Dubai, which aims at achieving
justice, and assist in the task of litigants to access their
rights. “Dubai Courts is always keen on excellence
and leadership, and aims at providing innovative and
modern procedures, along with meeting the needs of
litigants. Hence, an online service program has been
launched under the name ‘Al-Salfa’, allowing online
case registration without the need to be physically
present on the courts’ premises,” Bin Hazeem said.
He also added: “The first-of-its-kind in the Middle
East, this service allows law firms and all litigants
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The second service program allows plaintiffs to access
file archives online and print information about their
cases, judgments, decisions and other information,
without the need to visit the courts to acquire the papers.
The Dubai Courts director-general said the courts
department, in collaboration with strategic partners,
has also launched a pro bono legal advice program
titled ‘Sure’, where volunteering lawyers can offer free
legal consultations to litigants. This policy is aimed at
boosting confidence in the judiciary and facilitating
litigation for the public.
Dubai Courts also honored the chairman of the UAE
Jurists Association, the law firms co-operating with
the Dubai Courts, 46 lawyers who volunteered to
provide advice and offered nearly 670 hours of free
consultations, and ‘Al-Salfa’ program users.
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Source: Emirates News Agency
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Kabul, Afghanistan
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Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Casablanca, Morocco
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Ramallah, Palestine
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Doha, Qatar
Email: qatar@tag-legal.com

Riyadh, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Dubai, UAE
Email: uae@tag-legal.com

Sana’a, Yemen
Email: yemen@tag-legal.com

Erbil, Iraq
Email: iraq@tag-legal.com

Shanghai, China
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Jebel Ali Free Zone Area, UAE
Email: Jafza@tag-legal.com

Tunis, Tunisia
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Jeddah, KSA
Email: jeddah@tag-legal.com
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